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Abstract
This paper is concerned with cost-oriented assembly line balancing. This problem occurs especially in the "nal
assembly of automotives, consumer durables or personal computers, where production is still very labour-intensive, and
wherethewageratesdependon therequirementsandquali"cationsto ful"l thework. Firsta short problemdescriptionis
presented. After that a classi"cation of existent and new heuristic methods for solving this problem is given. The heuristic
methods presented in this paper are described in detail. A new priority rule called `best change of idle costa is proposed.
This priority rule di!ers from the existent priority rules because it is the only one which considers that production cost
are the result of both, production time and cost rates. Furthermore a new sophisticated method called `exact solution of
sliding problem windowsa is presented. The solution process is illustrated by an example, showing how this metaheuristic
works together with an exact method. ( 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In an assembly line the product units move with
a constant transportation speed through the con-
secutive stations. The total work content to be
performed by the production system has been split
up into economical indivisible work elements
which are called tasks. Among the set of tasks there
exist technological precedence relations. The set of
tasks to be performed in the same station is called
an operation or a station load. The time to perform
an operation is restricted by the cycle time. The
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assembly line balancing problem consists in al-
locating the tasks to the stations subject to the
technological precedence relations, the cycle time
restriction of the stations and the indivisibility of
the tasks.
In literature the objective usually is to minimize
the number of stations in a line for a "xed cycle
time [1, p. 650]. In other words: The objective is to
minimize the total idle time of the total capacity
provided by the sum of the stations of the line [2,
p. 911]. Therefore,this is calledtime-oriented assem-
bly line balancing. The objective in cost-oriented
assembly line balancing which is considered in this
paper is to minimize the total cost per product unit
[3}6].
In general, assembly is a labour-intensive kind of
production. Therefore, in cost-oriented assembly
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PII: S0 9 2 5 -5 27 3 (9 9 ) 00 0 9 5- Xline balancing, the labour cost has to be analyzed in
detail: The wage rate of each operation depends on
the maximal point value of the tasks assigned to
a station. As the tasks di!er in their di$culty,
there are di!erences in the point values and
thus in the corresponding wage rates. The worker
has to be paid for the whole cycle time irrespective
of the duration of the operation. So the total
labour cost per product unit is the sum of the
wage rates of all stations multiplied by the cycle
time. Further it is assumed that the cost of
capital depends on the overall line length and that
all stations have the same length. All other costs
(e.g. material cost) can be assumed to be indepen-
dent of the division of labour and of the line length
[3, p. 82]. Introducing the following symbols:
I number of tasks (!)
i index for the tasks, i"1(1)I
M number of stations (!)
m index for the stations, m"1(1)M
I4 m set of tasks, assigned to station m, m"1(1)M
c cycle time (TU/PU)
k total cost per unit (MU/PU)
k4 m cost rate of station m, m"1(1)M (MU/TU)
k43 cost of capital per station (MU/PU)
k48 m wage rate of station m, m"1(1)M (MU/TU)
k5 i cost rate of task i, i"1(1)I (MU/TU)
k58 i wage rate of task i, i"1(1)I (MU/TU)
(Note: Dimensions: TU, time units; PU, product
units; MU, monetary units; Labels: r, cost of capi-
tal; s, station; t, task; w, wage rate.)







with k48 m "maxMk58 i Di3Is mN.
Since the conveyor speed is "xed by the cycle
time, the cost of capital for a single station can
be transformed into a cost rate per time unit.
The total cost of capital can be formulated as
Mk43"cM(k43/c). Thus for the purpose of capacity
balancing the relevant cost rates per time unit are
madeup by the sum of the capitalcost per time unit
and the task-depended wage rates: k5 i"k58 i #k4#/c
and k4 m"k48 m #k4#/c. This simpli"es the calculation









c maxMk5 iDi3I4 mN.
The total cost per product unit k"+M m/1ck4 m
di!er from the term +I i/1d5 ik5 i only by the idle cost
per product unit which are caused by idle time
and/or cost rate di!erences of the tasks assigned to
the same station. Therefore, the objective to minim-
ize the total cost per product unit is equivalent to
minimize the total idle cost per product unit.
2. Classi5cation of heuristic methods for solving the
cost-oriented assembly line balancing problem
As the NP-complete bin-packing problem can be
reduced to the time-oriented assembly line balanc-
ing problem in polynomial time, the time-oriented
assembly line balancing problem is NP-hard [7,
p. 56]. This also holds for the cost-oriented prob-
lem [4, p. 479]. Thus it is justi"ed to develop
heuristic solution methods.
There exist two di!erent general approaches for
assembly line balancing. In the station-oriented ap-
proach in each step of the solution process only one
station is considered. Therefore we have to look for
tasks which have to be assigned to the current
station. In the task-oriented approach in each step of
the solution process a selected task is considered.
Therefore we have to look for the station to which
the current task has to be assigned to [8, pp.
917}918; 9, pp. 182}184]. All of the methods de-
scribed in this paper use the station-oriented ap-
proach. Fig. 1 gives an overview of the existent and
new methods which can be classi"ed as follows:
Most of the methods can be characterized as
random choice/priority rule methods. In each step of
the solution process all of the methods of this
categorybut one choose one of alternativetasks for
assignment. For determining the task either ran-
dom choice or priority rules are used. The priority
rule methods can be distinguished into methods
that make use of one problem-oriented priority
ruleand methodsthat use severalproblem-oriented
priority rules. Priority rules are called problem-
oriented if they consider structural aspects of the
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problem. The set of problem-oriented priority rules
consists of three subclasses. The time-oriented prior-
ity rules consider only the durations and/or the
precedence relations of the tasks, the cost rate-
oriented priority rules consider only the cost rates of
the tasks. Due to the fact that cost are the product
of both, cost-rate and duration, the new cost-
oriented priority rule **best change of idle cost++
which will be presented in the next section takes
both aspects into account. In methods with several
problem-oriented priority rules the single rules are
used in lexicographic order, i.e. problem-oriented
priority rules are used as tie-breakers. All priority
rule methods use a simple non-problem-oriented
priority rule as a "nal tie-breaker.
One priority method di!ers from the other as in
the major steps of the solution process one of sev-
eral alternative station loads has to be chosen by
the use of di!erent priority rules which consider the
situation in the alternative station loads. The alter-
native station loads are generated by the use of
several problem-oriented priority rules to choose
one of alternative tasks. Thus this method is a
further development of the previous mentioned
methods.
The new method called **exact solution of sliding
problemwindows++ is quite di!erentfrom the heuris-
tic methods mentionedbefore because it is a heuris-
tic version of an exact method. With respect to the
similarities of the heuristic methods, the methods
are grouped into the following classes:
f Z methods with random choice task assignment;
f P methods with one problem-oriented priority
rule;
f H methods with several problem-oriented prior-
ity rules;
f F methods with exact solution ofsliding problem
windows;
f E exact method.
ClassH containsboth, the simplemethods which
choose one of alternative tasks and the more ad-
vanced method which makes use of these simple
methods when generating alternative station loads.
In the next section the methods of classes Z and
P and the simple methods of class H are presented.
Section 4 is concerned with the more advanced
methodof classH. Section 5 dealswith the methods
of class F. Class E consists of only one method. As
exact methods are beyond the topic of this paper
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this method is not presented in this paper (for
further reading see [5,6]. The exact method works
as a subalgorithm for the methods of class F.
3. Methods with choice of one of alternative tasks
All methods with choice of one of alternative
tasks in each step of the solution process follow the
same procedure when assigning tasks to stations.
The procedure is shown in Fig. 2.
As the stationloads aregeneratedsuccessively,in
each step of the procedure only one station is con-
sidered (station-oriented approach). The tasks which
have no predecessor task or only predecessor tasks
already assigned to the current or to an earlier
station are called available. The available tasks
which have a duration not longer than the remain-
ing idle time of the considered station are called
assignable. Among the set of assignable tasks one
task is chosen according to the method used. After
assigning this task the sets of available and assign-
able tasks are updated immediately. If the set of
assignable tasks is empty, the current station
is **maximally loaded++ [10, p. 266; 8, p. 918].
Then a new station is established and the set of
assignable tasks has to be updated again. Each
method stops after all tasks have been assigned to a
station.
The random choice method (class Z) [11,
pp. 25}35 and 44}46] can be used several times for
solving the same problem instance. Among the set
of randomly generated solutions for the same prob-
lem instance only the best one has to be considered
for realization.
For a formal description of the priority rule
methods, the following additional symbols are in-
troduced:
I!44*'/ set of assignable tasks
d5 i duration of task i, i"1(1)I (TU/PU)
Fi set of all technological immediate following
tasks of task i, i"1(1)I
*ki change of idle cost if task i will be assigned
to the currently considered station, i3I!44*'/
(MU/PU)
ri ranked positional weight of task i, i"1(1)I
(TU/PU)
With this symbols the following problem-oriented
priority rules of class P can be de"ned:
z P-MaxD Maximal task duration [12, p. 728],
i.e. maxMd5 iDi3I!44*'/N.
z P-MaxR Maximal ranked positional weight
([13, p. 395 in the modi"ed version
of Hahn], [14, pp. 44}46]), i.e.
maxMriDi3I!44*'/N, where
ri"G
d5 i#+j|Fi rj,i f FiOH,
d5 i,i f Fi"H.
z P-MaxF Maximal number of immediate
followers [12, p. 728], i.e.
max MDFiDDi3I!44*'/N.
z P-MaxKt Maximal cost rate [4, p. 481], i.e.
maxMk5 iDi3I!44*'/N.
z P-MinKt Minimal cost rate [3, pp. 106}107],
i.e. min Mk5 iDi3I!44*'/N.
z P-MinKts Minimal absolute di!erence to the
current station cost rate [3, pp.
106}107], i.e. minMDk5 i!k4 mDDi3I!44*'/N.
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z P-MinKI Best change of idle cost, i.e.
minM*kiDi3I!44*'/N, where
*ki"G
!d5 ik5 i,i f k5 i)k4 m,
(k5 i!k4 m)c!d5 ik5 i,i f k5 i'k4 m.
The non-problem-oriented priority rule
z P-MinI Minimal task number [12, p. 729],
i.e. min MiDi3I!44*'/N (Usually the
tasks are numbered topologically ac-
cording to the precedence relations.)
is used as "nal tie breaker in all priority rule
methods.While applying the new priority rule `best
change of idle costa (P-MinKI) both decreases and
increases can occur, which has to be accepted. Not
choosing an assignable task with *ki'0 and es-
tablishinga newstation in some casesmay causean
extra station and therefore higher overall idle cost.
The calculation of *ki is illustrated in Fig. 3.
P-MinKts and P-MinKI are dynamic rules be-
cause they depend on the current cost rate of the
station. For these rules it is necessary to calculate
not only the remaining idle time of the current
station after each assignment, but also to update
the cost rate of the station immediately. While
P-MaxD, P-MaxR and P-MaxF are only time-
oriented and P-MaxKt, P-MinKt and P-MinKts
depend only on the cost rates, P-MinKI is the only
priority rule which considers that cost results from
both, the cost rates and the time needed by the
workers of the line.
Within class H there exist three priority rule
methods with the choice of one of alternative tasks
in each step of the procedure. The lexicographic
orders of priority rules of these heuristic methods
are given below. For the heuristic methods of Stef-
fen and Heizmann the lexicographic order di!ers
according to the fact whether the station is just
established (empty station) or the station has been
established at an earlier step in the solution process
(partially "lled station).














1. P-MaxR 1. P-MinKts
2. P-MinI 2. P-MinKt
3. P-MaxR
4. P-MinI














1. P-MaxD 1. Identity of task
cost rate and current
station cost rate (i.e.
Dk5 i!k4 mD"0i s
required).
2. P-MinI 2. P-MaxD
3. P-MinI
If there is no task which has the same
cost rate as the current station cost rate
in the case of an already established
station (station is partially "lled with
tasks), then the priority rule P-MaxD is
used together with the tie-breaking rule
P-MinI.
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This heuristic method is a modi"cation
of the well-known `"rst-"t decreasing
heighta-method suggested for solving
two-dimensional packing problems [16,
p. 810]. The method is called `wage
ratea because Rosenberg/Ziegler [4]
consider only labour cost.
4. A method with choice of one of alternative
station loads
A priority-rule method with choice of one of
alternative station loads is the `wage rate smooth-
inga method (H-WRS) [4, pp. 481}484]. The
method consists of a three-phase algorithm. In
order to give a formal description of this method
the following symbols are introduced:
I3%45 set of not yet "nally assigned tasks
I4,105,1)!4%2 m set of tasks which de"nes the potential
station load of station m in phase 2,
m"1(1)M
I4,105,1)!4%3 m set of tasks which de"nes the potential
station load of station m in phase 3,
m"1(1)M
= number of di!erent cost rates (!)
w index of the cost rate, w3M1,2, =N
I!44*'/,
l




;w number of potential station loads for




u index of the potential station loads,
u3M1,2, ;wN
I4,,,105 m,w,u set of tasks which de"nes the uth po-
tential station load for the considered
cost rate k
l
w of the station m in the
phases1 and 3, u"1(1);w, w"1(1)=,
m"1(1)M
I4,,,105,2 m,w,u set of tasks which de"nes the uth poten-
tial station load for the considered cost
rate k
l
w of the station m in the phase 2,
u"1(1);w, w"1(1)=, m"1(1)M
I!44*'/,105 m,w,u set of tasks with task cost rate k
l
w that
are assignable to station m if
the current station load is de"ned
by the set of tasks I4,,,105 m,w,u , u"1(1);w,
w"1(1)=, m"1(1)M
d4,105 m,w,u work content of the current station
load I4,,,105 m,w,u (TU/PU), u"1(1);w,
w"1(1)=, m"1(1)M
k4,105 m,w,u cost rate of the potential station
load I4,,,105 m,w,u (MU/TU), u"1(1);w,
w"1(1)=, m"1(1)M
"xed variable which indicates in phase 1
whether phase 1 has to be restarted or
whether phase 2 has to be started (!)
Fig. 4 shows the major steps of the 3-phase
algorithm. The formal descriptions of the phases
1}3 are given in the appendix.
In phase 1 of the procedure, potential station
loads are established. In phases 2 and 3 the poten-
tial station loads which have been calculated in
phase 1 are taken and further tasks are assigned. In
phase 1 each potential station load consists only of
tasks which have identical cost rates. The phases 2
and 3 are completely separated from each other. In
phase 2 a potential station load taken from phase 1
is "lled further only with tasks which have the same
cost rate as the station cost rate.In phase 3 a poten-
tial station load taken from phase 1 is "lled further
with tasks which could have cost rates di!erent
from the station cost rate of phase 1. In step 5 a sta-
tion load has to be chosen from the two alternative
station loads which have been obtained from the
phases 2 and 3. After a potential station load is
"nally "xed, in step 5 the algorithm moves back to
phase 1. Within phase 1 stopping-criteria are to be
checked at two di!erent steps.
5. A method with exact solution of sliding
problem windows
A new heuristic method which is quite di!erent
from those described in the foregoing sections is the
`exact solution of sliding problem windowsa (class
F). This heuristic is an application of the `working
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forward techniquea [17, pp. 315}316]. The key con-
cept is to solve consecutive small problems by the
use of an exact method. A part of the optimal
solution of a small problem will be "xed "nally.
Then the next small problem will be de"ned and
solved optimally. This process continues until the
last small problem is solved. Similar methods for
solving di!erent assembly line balancing problems
were suggested in [18}20].
The idea to develop a heuristic application of an
exact method derives from the fact that all existent
heuristic methods load the stations maximally, but
that the cost-oriented optimal solution could be mis-
sed if the stations are "lled in this way [5, p. 225; 6,
1998a]. The exact method used is the only existent
method in which the stations are not necessarily
loaded maximally.
5.1. Formal description of the method
For a formal description of the `exact solution of
sliding problem windowsa the following additional
symbols are introduced:
I18 maximal number of tasks in a problem
window (!)
I1!35 set of tasks which are in a problem win-
dow
M,6. number of the currently "nally estab-
lished stations (!)
M1!35 number of stations which are needed in
the solution of a problem window (!)
M&*9 number of stations which are needed in
the solution of a problem window and
which are "nally established (!)
PartM proportion of the maximal number of
"nally established stations to the number
of stations which are needed in the solu-
tion of a problem window (!).
An important assumption for the formal descrip-
tion which is given in Fig. 5 is the topological
numbering of the tasks, i.e. if i3Fh then h(i holds.
If the tasks are not numbered topologically then
they have to be renumbered "rst.
The small problems which have to be solved by
the use of an exact method are called `problem
windowsa.Aproblem window is de"ned by the "rst
IPW lowest numbered tasks of the set of the not yet
assigned tasks I3%45.I fDI3%45D)IPW holds then the
current problem window is the last one. If DI3%45D
( IPW holds then the last problem window con-
tains only DI3%45D tasks. As the tasks are numbered
topologicallythe precedencerestrictionsamong the
setof tasks are not violatedby this simpleapproach
for generating problem windows. From the
M1!35 stations generated in a solution of a problem
window the "rst M&*9 stations with their corre-
sponding station loads are "nally established. The
number M&*9 is calculated by multiplying the
M1!35 stations by PartM. Because of the indivisibil-
ity of stations we have to round the result (see
step 3) (x a y is the highest indivisible number
not higher than a). To avoid resolving of the
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Fig. 6. Precedence graph for the example (cycle time c"10 TU/PU).
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Table 1









I4 m d4 m k4 m
(TU/PU) (MU/TU)
1 M1, 2N 62
2 M3, 4, 6N 10 6
3 M5, 7, 9N 96
4 M8, 10N 53
M1!35: "4 stations were needed to perform the tasks 1}10.
According to the formula M&*9: "maxM1, x PartM)M1!35 yN we
establish "nally M&*9: "maxM1, x 0.7)4 yN"maxM1, x 2.8 yN"2
stations. The tasks 1 and 2 are "nally assigned to station 1, the
tasks 3, 4 and 6 are "nally assigned to station 2. The assignments
of tasks to the stations 3 and 4 are abolished.
Table 2









I4 m d4 m k4 m
(TU/PU) (MU/TU)
1 M5, 9, 13N 10 6
4 M8, 10, 11, 14N 10 3
5 M7, 12, 15N 96
M1!35: "3 stations were needed to perform the set of tasks in
this problem window I1!35. According to the formula
M&*9: "maxM1, x PartM)M1!35 yN we establish "nally
M&*9: "maxM1, x 0.7)3 yN"maxM1, x 2.1 yN"2 stations. The
tasks 5, 9 and 13 are "nally assigned to station 3, the tasks 8, 10,
11 and 14 are "nally assigned to station 4. The assignments of
tasks to the station 5 are abolished.
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Final total solution
Station m Station load I4 m Duration of the operation d4 m Cost rate of the station k4 m From solution of problem
(TU/PU) (MU/TU) window no.
1 M1, 2N 62 1
2 M3, 4, 6N 10 6 1
3 M5, 9, 13N 10 6 2
4 M8, 10, 11, 14N 10 3 2
5 M7, 15, 16N 10 6 3
6 M18, 19N 63 3
7 M12, 17, 20N 86 3
*** *** ***
Sum 60 32
Cost k 10)32" 320 MU/PU
Stations M 7
Table 3









I4 m d4 m k4 m
(TU/PU) (MU/TU)
5 M7, 15, 16N 10 6
6 M18, 19N 63
7 M12, 17, 20N 86
M1!35: "3 stations were needed to perform the set of tasks in
this last problem window I1!35. Because this is the last problem
window we establish "nally all M1!35 stations. The tasks 7, 15
and 16 are "nally assigned to station 5, the tasks 18 and 19 are
"nally assigned to station 6, the tasks 12, 17 and 20 are "nally
assigned to station 7.
same problem window, which otherwise may occur
according to the parameter constellations, we
have to ensure that at least one station of
the solution is established "nally. Therefore
we set M&*9: "maxM1, x PartM)M1!35 yN. The tasks
assignments of the M1!35}M&*9 last stations of
a solution of a problem window are abolished. In
the next problem window a balance for the
IPW lowest numbered not yet assigned tasks has to
be generated and the "rst M&*9 stations have to be
"nally established. This procedure continues until
all I tasks are "nally assigned to a station.
5.2. An example of the solution process
The method described in Section 5.1 will now be
illustrated by an example. Fig. 6 shows the preced-
ence graph of the problem instance together with
the durations and the cost rates of the tasks. A pre-
cedence graph G"(M1,2, IN, R) consists of the set
of tasks M1,2, IN and the set of precedence rela-
tions R. A precedence relation with i as technolo-
gical immediate follower of h, i3Fh, is illustrated by
an arrow (h, i) which is directed from h to i [21,
p. 685]. The cycle time for this instance is given by
c"10 TU/PU. Note that the tasks of the instance
are numbered topologically.
The 20-task-instance will be solved by a version
of the method which works with a maximum of
IPW"10 tasks in each problem window. From
a solution of a problem window about 70% of the
station loads generated were "nally established, i.e.
PartM"0.7.
In our implementation of this method we used
the exact backtracking method suggested by Amen
[5,6] * this is the only existent method to generate
an optimal solution for a cost-oriented assembly
line balancing instance. The initial upper bound for
the minimum cost per product unit which is needed
in this exact method was obtained from the heuristic
solution of the problem window by the use of the new
priority rule `best change of idle costa (P-MinKI).
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Fig. 7 gives a comprehensive illustration of the
solution process for this example. As the exact
method is beyond the topic of this paper the
enumeration process and the dominance criteria
of this backtracking-procedure are not explained
here. In fact even for the solution of the "rst prob-
lem window with 10 task approximately 100 iter-
ations were needed. Because to give detailed
information on the exact method is much space-
and time-consuming, it is left for further reading
(see [5,6]).
(1) Dexnition and solution of the xrst problem
window. The "rst problem window consists of the
"rst IPA"10 lowest numbered (not yet "nally
assigned) tasks. These are the tasks 1}10. Using
the exact method we get the solution shown in
Table 1.
(2) Dexnition and solution of the second problem
window. First we have to calculate the set of not yet
"nally assigned tasks I3%45. These are the tasks 5 and
7}20. The "rst IPA"10 lowest numbered task
among the set I3%45 are taken into the set of tasks of
this problem window I1!35. Therefore, we get
I1!35: "M5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15N. Again, we
solve this problem window with the exact method
and calculate the solution shown in Table 2.
(3) Dexnition and solution of the third problem
window. First we have to calculate the set of not
yet "nally assigned tasks I3%45. These are the tasks 7,
12 and 15}20. As the number of not "nally assigned
task DI3%45D "8 is not higher than IPA"10, the
third problem window is the last one. Therefore, we
get I1!35: "I3%45"M7, 12, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20N.
Again, we solve this problem window with the
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exact method and obtain the solution shown in
Table 3.
(4) Final total solution. Combining the "nal assign-
ments which are calculated in the solutions of the
problem windows we get the "nal total solution
(Table 4).
As the minimum cost is 310 MU/PU, the solu-
tion generated by this method has the second
lowest possible cost (320 MU/PU). To give addi-
tional information we have found that there exist
18 optimal solutions for this problem instance. In
each of the optimal solutions 7 stations were
needed. The lowest realizable number of stations
is 6 (94 solutions). With 6 stations a minimum of
330 MU/PU for the cost is calculated. Note that
the stations 1 and 6 are not loaded maximally. This
is another evidence that loading the stations maxi-
mally could prevent one from generating low-cost
solutions [5, p. 225; 6].
6. Summary and outlook
This paper is concerned with the existent and
new heuristic methods for solving the cost-oriented
assembly line balancing problem. The methods are
classi"edand describedin detail. Two new heuristic
methods are presented: The priority rule `best
change of idle costa and the more sophisticated
method `exact solution of sliding problem windowsa.
The sliding problem window technique is a new
class of its own. It can be taken as a metaheuristic
because its possible application is not only for the
assembly line balancing, but also for some other
problems with precedence relations. In a further
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paper a comparison of the heuristic methods ac-
cording to the solution quality and the computing
time is presented [22].
Appendix
The formal discriptions of the phases 1}3 are
given in Figs. 8}10.
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